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‘For all those finding it difficult: the sun will shine on you again the clouds 

will go away’ Captain Tom Moore  

Congratulations on making it to the end of another week! It does seem 
as though the evenings have become a little lighter this week and that 
always makes me feel better. We hope that you and your children     
enjoyed your ‘Screen free’ afternoon and that you had a chance to enjoy 
some of the well-being activities shared this week for Children’s Mental 
Health Week. We know that home schooling and balancing your own 
work can be tough and many of our staff are in the same boat with their 
own children but half term is on the horizon and that much needed week 
to recharge is almost here! In the meantime please contact school if you 
have any problems or just need to talk to someone. We are still TLAP 
Family even if we are apart.  

We have loved seeing all the children in their live sessions this week and 
it has been great to connect with the children and hear their latest news 
and we hope it won’t be too much longer before we can see them face to 
face. During our live sessions is has come to our attention that some 
children have been meeting up outside of school and families are    
breaking the rules for lockdown. The lockdown rules are to keep us safe 
and to stop the spread of COVID.  

Please. Please ensure that you and your family are following the rules to 
keep yourselves and others safe. Lockdown is difficult for us all but if we 
all follow the rules we will be able to be together again sooner.  

Please take care and remember in a world where you can be anything, be 
kind!   

Nursery-  Nursery have had another busy week this week. We have had a ‘fancy dress party’ where 
all the children and adults dressed up and danced around.  We have enjoyed getting messy, with 
shaving foam in the water tray and had fun with paints, by making lots of footprints and handprints 
on a huge piece of paper. We then added gold glitter to our masterpiece.  

Reception- Reception have been working very hard this week both in school and at home to        

complete their online learning tasks. They have had fantastic fun creating speech bubbles, learning 

about minibeast and continuing to learn how to use a ten frame to compare quantities. The highlight 

of the week was definitely having a live session with ‘ZooLab’ and virtually seeing an arrange of 

minibeasts. We challenged the children this week to camouflage in their house. The teachers were 

very impressed with the results! 



Year One and Two  

This week in Year 1 we have been focussing on our wellbeing. 

We have spent time learning to breathe and listen to the 

sounds around us, taking a moment for ourselves. In English, 

we have been improving our ability to write instructions,    

learning about the importance of details such as lists, adverbs 

and time conjunctions.  

This term Year 2 have been investigating space and looking at 

people who have made an impact in on space exploration. This 

week the children looked at the discoveries of two German 

siblings, William and Caroline Herschel, who lived here in 

Slough and discovered the planet Uranus and many other ob-

jects in space. They then used a computer program to create 

their own nebulae  

Year Five 

In English we have been working hard on planning and writing 
our non-chronological reports about the Vikings and learning 
about the different word classes and their uses in a sentence. 
In Maths our focus has been on finding equivalent fractions 
and ordering fractions with different denominators and nu-
merators. Our Science has continued focussing on materials 
and their properties including how we can investigate them 
scientifically. In History we have continued with our topic of 
the Vikings, focussing on how they settled in Britain and lost in 
battle to King Alfred the Great, including making our own Vi-
king long ships!.  

Year Three and Four   

In Year 3 the children have been focusing on their well-being. 

The children created worry monsters to help them manage 

their worries. We learnt about the different types of worries. 

We also spoke about who to speak to if we are worried.  

Another week has passed remotely, and we are edging closer 

to the half-term. We have had an amazing week of learning 

this week in Year 4. In Science we have completed an          

experiment to show global warming, which some of your did 

at home. In Maths, we have been looking at equivalent      

fractions nearly all week, and well done to the children for 

hanging in there with them. We also had a special guest, Mrs 

Bowen, join in our English lessons, to help us write our        

non- chronological reports. Remember to log-on to Times   

table rockstars!  



Well Being  

“It’s Not Whether You Get Knocked Down, It’s Whether You Get Up.” – Inspirational Quote By 

Vince Lombardi 

As we come to the end of children’s mental health week, we just want to say a huge well done 

to everybody who has worked very hard this week to focus on their own mental health and 

who have taken some time to unwind and relax. Remember focusing on your mental health is 

not just important during children’s mental health week, but all the time! There have been 

some fantastic observations on Tapestry of children showing their teacher what they do when 

they want to relax. Make sure to post how you spent your screen free Friday onto Tapestry so 

your teachers can see how you choose to express yourself.  


